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Objectives
What are the main objectives of the Master’s thesis process?
The Master’s thesis process consists of a Master’s thesis introductory seminar, regular Master’s
thesis supervisions and the actual Master’s thesis (incl. Maturity Test). While these components are
evaluated separately, their objectives are the same.
The Master’s thesis process aims at 1) developing the student’s capability to conduct independent
scholarly research in entrepreneurship, 2) providing the student with in-depth expertise in a chosen
area of specialisation, and 3) fostering the student’s skills in managing an independently conducted,
large and complex project.

What you should know before you start the Master’s thesis process
It is strongly recommended that you complete 25E53000 Researching entrepreneurship and
innovation prior to commencing the Master’s thesis process. It is recommended that you also have
completed the research method course of your choice (qualitative or quantitative) but this is not
strictly required: it may make sense for you to do the methods course in parallel to writing your thesis
once you know which type of method would best suit your research objective.
If you are unsure of what topic area you would like to write your thesis in, you can browse through
the tables of contents of recent issues of some of the top field journals (e.g. Journal of Business
Venturing Entrepreneurship, Theory and Practice, Entrepreneurship and Regional Development,
Small Business Economics, International Small Business Journal).
However, the kick-off thesis seminar and supervision sessions are primarily aimed at developing
your research topic, so you do not need to have it all thought through before signing up to the process.
The Entrepreneurship faculty also has many on-going research projects to which you can contribute
with your thesis. Please contact Prof Ewald Kibler if you are interested in joining a project.
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What you should know after completing the Master’s thesis process
After completing the thesis process, you should feel comfortable extracting information from extant
research in an analytical and critical manner, and apply it independently to solving research
problems. You should also be able to apply at least one method to generate new research information,
and be able to analyse and interpret this information. Furthermore, you should feel comfortable in
planning and managing a large project that you carry out yourself.

How you can deepen your knowledge in this area after the course
If you want to deepen your knowledge of entrepreneurship and enhance your research skills even
further, the Aalto University School of Business provides opportunities to pursue a doctoral degree
(PhD) in entrepreneurship. For further information, please see:
https://into.aalto.fi/display/endoctoralbiz/Homepage

How to kick-off to the Master’s thesis process
The Master’s thesis process starts three times a year. The kick-off sessions for the academic year
2017-2018 are as follows:
 Wednesday 20 September 2017, 15:00
 Wednesday 24 January 2018, 15:00
 Wednesday 11 April 2018, 15:00
Enrolment is via WebOodi and the enrolment period begins approximately one month before each
deadline. Please note that we cannot admit students to the thesis process outside these enrolment
periods.
Students new to the thesis process: You will be assigned to a thesis supervisor 7 days after the
thesis seminar kick-off session; by then, you have the opportunity to send Prof Ewald Kibler a short
description of your general thesis themes of interest and/or more concrete thesis ideas. For this, you
may also check out the faculty’s research profiles at Aalto People https://people.aalto.fi/index.html.
Your information will be considered when selecting your thesis supervisor 7 days after the kick-off
session. You will then need to contact your assigned supervisor to arrange the first meeting.

MyCourses
The thesis seminar has a resource repository in MyCourses including web links, articles, and other
bits and bobs of useful information: https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=12105. Note! At
this MyCourses page you also submit your final thesis and the maturity test.
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How to complete the Master’s thesis process
Master’s thesis
You complete the thesis component of the process by producing an independent piece of research
that meets the criteria for a Master’s thesis.
The thesis will be evaluated on a scale from 0 (fail) to 5 (excellent) solely based on the written work
that you produce and hand in for evaluation. In addition to your supervisor’s evaluation, an
independent second examiner will mark your thesis. The final mark will be jointly recommended to
the Head of Department by the supervisor and the second marker. The Head of Department makes
the final decision on the mark.
Evaluation of the thesis follows the rubric for Master’s theses (Appendix 1).
Please note that the mark you receive based on the thesis is final and not negotiable. Resubmission
is possible only if you have failed the thesis.

Maturity test
Once your thesis has been accepted (received a mark sufficient for a pass), you need to complete the
maturity test (25E99903 Maturity test). The procedure for the maturity test has changed 1
September 2016. You no longer have to write an essay in an exam style situation, but instead, you
are required to produce a one-page summary:
https://into.aalto.fi/display/enmasterbiz/Maturity+test+and+exemptions

Master’s thesis seminar: three points
1) You will have to attend at least four individual supervisions during the course of your thesis
process. Your supervisor will inform you as to how to book supervisions with him or her. It is
essential that you turn up as agreed or if you have to cancel, do so well on time. It is also expected
that you will make progress as agreed in the supervisions and that you turn in any plans or chapters
well on time, as agreed with your supervisor. This supervision process reflects in the mark you
receive for the Master’s Seminar (6ECTS).
2) A one-pager must be submitted to your supervisor 3 working days prior to your first
supervision. This document should very briefly explain what your intended research theme
is/themes are and why you have decided to pursue one or more particular topics. If you have an idea
of the theory or the method that you intend to use, do make a note of them, but it is not necessary to
have made these choices before the first supervision. The purpose of the preliminary description of
your ideas is to serve as a foundation for the specification of your topic in the first supervision.
3) You will need to submit three major documents during the Master’s thesis seminar (6ECTS).
Those documents also reflect Part I, Part II and Part III of your Master’s thesis progress itself (30
ECTS). For each Part you will receive 10 ECTS, resulting in a total of 30 ECTS for completing your
Master’s thesis. PART III will be completed when you submit your final Master’s thesis to MyCourse,
and it is up to your supervisor to decide when your work is sufficient for completing PART I and
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PART II. It is common that PART I reflects the literature review and PART II the completion of the
empirical analysis. NOTE! With completion of Part III, (a) your thesis will be evaluated by your
supervisor and a second pre-examiner, and (b) you will be separately graded by your supervisor for
your Master’s thesis seminar as described above.
The thesis seminar will be marked from 0 (fail) to 5 (excellent).

Submission of work
You will submit all written documents directly to your supervisor, as per agreement with her or him,
either as hardcopies or electronically. Failure to miss agreed deadlines will result in a reduction in
the final mark for the thesis seminar.
After receiving the final confirmation from your supervisor, you are able to submit your thesis and
maturity test at MyCourses page: https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=12105.
General instructions on writing and handing in the Master’s thesis:
https://into.aalto.fi/display/enmasterbiz/Writing+and+handing+in+the+Master's+Thesis
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Appendix 1: Master’s thesis rubric for evaluation
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